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Misto Bundle Installation



Misto Bundle
1. Purchase 1 bundle of misto, which includes two 40 piece boxes of 

misto rectangle, and one 80 piece box of quadrato squares

2. Out of 160 pieces, you will be able to make forty 4 piece groupings 
each including two rectangles and two squares

3. Arrange the 4 piece rectangle and square groupings into the  
basic configurations shown at the right—these can be mirrored 
and rotated as desired in order to achieve a random look  
within your layout.
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4. Within each 4 piece grouping and between them, alternate between 
a grout joint size of ³�8", ½", and ¾"—this will have to be done  
visually and with the use of wedges (not spacers) in order to  
eliminate too many continuous vertical or horizontal lines from 
running through the layout.

   note : we highly recommend your contractor do a test board for 
you prior to install so you can review and approve the layout

5. One bundle (160 pieces) or forty 4 piece groupings will cover just 
under 24 square feet when incorporating an average grout joint 
size of ½".

6. On the next page is an example of the pattern and grout joint 
spacing we used for our own misto installation.

   note : your actual install should be adjusted from our  
recommended layout as needed, just as our actual installation  
has shifted slightly as well
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Normale Bundle Installation



Normale Bundle
1. Purchase one bundle of normale, which includes one  

40 piece boxes of normale rectangles, and one 80 piece  
box of quadrato squares

2. Out of the 120 pieces, you will be able to make five 24 piece 
groupings, each including 8 rectangles and 16 squares

3.  Arrange the 24 piece groupings into the configuration shown  
at the right which can be mirrored or flipped top to bottom  
in order to create a random look within your layout.
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4. clé recommends a 1/8"-1/4” grout joint and the use of wedges, not 
spacers, to achieve the look of our Normale installation.

5.One bundle (120 pieces) or five 24 piece groupings will cover just 
under 16 square feet when a butt joint is used.

6.On the next page is an example of how we used the above recipe 
to create our own normale installation
note : your actual install should be adjusted from our recom-
mended layout as needed, just as our actual installation has shifted 
slightly as well
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Misto and Normale Bundle Installations


